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dm65.1 Update to a program for saving a model ﬁt as a dataset








t command introduced in Newson (1999) has been updated for Stata 6.0.
Keywords: conﬁdence intervals, estimation results.







t saves the most recent estimation results to a dataset with one observation per





h) to produce conﬁdence interval plots. It has been updated for Stata 6.0.





































t has been tested





























) Degrees of freedom for








































m if set, otherwise empty)
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t for outcomes with value labels).
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dm82 Simulating two- and three-generation families

















3 for simulating two- and three-generation families are introduced and
illustrated.
Keywords: family data, generations, simulation.
Introduction
Simulation of family data (pedigree) is sometimes required in genetic epidemiology research. Generation of family data using
Stata has advantages over using other computer languages because of the random number generators of probability distributions
















3. The former is used to simulate two-generation families,
and the latter is used to simulate three-generation families. Figures 1 and 2 give schematic illustrations of the pedigree structure
of the families generated by these programs. A circle represents a female, while a square represents a male. There is a marriage
in the second generation in Figure 2.





































































































3 are immediate commands used for generating two- and three-generation family data, respectively.
For each person in a family, the sex is generated by a probability of 0.5. The age of a person is generated according to a normal
distribution, with means #Age1, #Age2,a n d#Age3 for the ﬁrst, second, and third generations. The standard deviations of the ages
are given by #Std1, #Std2,a n d#Std3, respectively.
The number of siblings in a generation is a random number, distributed according to a Poisson distribution. The mean sizes









Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium is assumed for the genotypic distribution of people in the ﬁrst generation (see, for example,






















2, respectively. The genotype of
a person in the second- and third-generation is generated according to the Mendelian inheritance, that is, a person inherits the
allele A from the father (or mother) with probability 0.5.







































































3 simulate the basic quantities of a person, such as age, sex, and genotype, which are useful in
genetic epidemiology research. Further quantities of interest, such as the disease status of a person, can be simulated based
on these basic family data. However, it sometimes requires speciﬁc models for the affect of a disease and the model of the
















3 of as general use.4 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
Example 1
We simulate 1000 two-generation families. The mean age and standard deviation of people in the ﬁrst- and second-generation
are 70, 10 and 40, 10, respectively. The frequency of an allele A is assumed to be 0.05. The mean number of siblings in the






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































d represents the family identiﬁcation of the
simulated family, while
i













e is one or zero depending on whether or not a person is a female,
a
g








e represents a person’s genotype.
Example 2
We simulate 2,000 three-generation families. The mean age of people in the ﬁrst-, second- and third-generation are 80,
50 and 20, respectively. Their standard deviation is assumed to be 10 across all generations. The frequency of an allele A is







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. It indicates the marriage status of a person.
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gr45 A turnip graph engine
Steven Woloshin, VA Outcomes Group, VA Medical Center, White River Junction, VT, steven.woloshin@dartmouth.edu
Abstract: A new graphical description called a turnip graph for studying the distribution of a variable is introduced and illustrated.








































p creates a turnip-style graph for the variable varname. The range of the variable is divided into intervals which are
placed on the vertical axis of the plot. Symbols are plotted horizontally next to each interval reﬂecting the number of observations
in that interval. Thus one can use this plot in conjunction with histograms, boxplots, stem-and-leaf plots, and so on, to study the













) speciﬁes the resolution of the graph, that is, the width of the intervals to be used. The default value is 0.4
s,
where










n rounds the data, the graph in essence displays the
frequency of observations falling within each resolution unit. The user can avoid any such rounding (that is, display the























v. For example, suppose you are trying to display change scores and want to








) ensures that only zero values are graphed at zero;
other values which would round to zero are set at the next appropriate category of varname.6 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
graph options are any of the standard graphics options except for
b





























l so the value is displayed on the
y-axis. Note that the default
x-axis label ranges between plus and minus
twice the maximum number of observations in an interval, while the default
y-axis label adds 25% of the range above and













gives the output for the
m
p







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and the graph in Figure 1; see below.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































which gives the graph in Figure 2.
















Figure 1. A simple turnip plot for
m
p
g for the auto data. Figure 2. Higher resolution graph for
m
p
g with line at median.
Finally, we do a turnip plot for only foreign cars with a speciﬁed
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3. Turnip plot for foreign cars with speciﬁed
x-axis label and a horizontal line at the mean.8 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
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sbe19.3 Tests for publication bias in meta-analysis: erratum
Thomas J. Steichen, RJRT, steicht@rjrt.com








s command introduced in Steichen (1998) and
modiﬁed in Steichen et al. (1998) and Steichen (2000).
Keywords: meta-analysis, publication bias, Egger, Begg.
Description








s allows the user to provide effect estimates, theta, and standard errors, se theta.T h e


















n automatically adds variables for theta





















n automatically adds variables for exp(theta) and se theta,t h a ti s ,
it is exp(theta) that is stored in variable
E
S, not theta. The user must manually transform these exponentiated values back to


















step is now documented in the help ﬁle.
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sbe39.1 Nonparametric trim and ﬁll analysis of publication bias in meta-analysis: erratum
Thomas J. Steichen, RJRT, steicht@rjrt.com
















m implements the Duval
and Tweedie (2000) nonparametric “trim and ﬁll” method of accounting for publication bias in meta-analysis.
Keywords: meta-analysis, publication bias, nonparametric, data augmentation.
Description








m allows the user to provide effect estimates, theta, and standard errors, se theta. Both
Steichen (2000) and its accompanying help ﬁle included a note stating that data in binary count format could be converted to


































m using its default input method.





n automatically adds variables for exp(theta) and se theta.T h a ti s ,
it is exp(theta) that is stored in variable
E
S, not theta. The user must manually transform these exponentiated values back to


















step is now documented in the help ﬁle.Stata Technical Bulletin 9
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sg84.3 Concordance correlation coefﬁcient: minor corrections
Thomas J. Steichen, RJRT, steicht@rjrt.com
Nicholas J. Cox, University of Durham, UK, n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk
Abstract: This insert ﬁxes some bugs and corrects some defaults affecting detailed user control of graphical output in the program
for concordance correlation. The numerical calculations were not changed.








d computes the concordance correlation coefﬁcient for agreement on a continuous measure obtained by two persons
or methods and provides optional graphical displays. A full description of the method and of the operation of the command was
given by Steichen and Cox (1998a), with revisions and updates in Steichen and Cox (1998b, 2000).























) options. It also corrects a few of the corresponding default values.
















































for the lower conﬁdence interval limit, mean difference, upper conﬁdence interval limit, data points, and regression line (if
requested) respectively, along with default titles and labels. Further, the visual characteristics of the data points and line in the
normal probability plot now follow those of the data points and regression line in the associated loa (limits-of-agreement) plot.
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sg97.2 Update to formatting regression output
John Luke Gallup, Harvard University, jgallup@hiid.harvard.edu














g, a program described in Gallup (1998, 1999) that writes regression output to a text ﬁle. New
features allow including user-speciﬁed statistics and notes, 10% asterisks, table and column titles, scientiﬁc notation for coefﬁcient














































































































































































































































































































g is available after any estimation command. A textlist is a list of text separated by commas. It is similar to a numlist or
a varlist, but commas are required. Each text element in the list does not need to be enclosed in quotation marks unless







g formats regression output as it is presented in most documents:
t statistics or standard errors in parentheses under
each coefﬁcient, asterisks indicating coefﬁcients statistically different from zero, and summary statistics like
R-squared at the
bottom. The formatted output is written to a tab- or comma-separated ASCII ﬁle, which can then be loaded into word processing
or spreadsheet programs to be converted directly to a table. For example, the output ﬁle can be opened in Microsoft Word, the
text selected, and then converted to a table by choosing “Table”, then “Convert Text to Table”. Note that when loading the
output into a spreadsheet, the parentheses around the



















g makes use of internally saved estimation








t statistics with asterisks for standard signiﬁcance levels (1% and 5%), numbers of observations, true
R-squareds (no
pseudo









































2). The variable labels







l is chosen), providing more intelligible variable descriptions than 8-letter names.
If different variables are assigned the same variable label (not usually done intentionally), and more than one regression is
appended together, the coefﬁcients and





















If a varlist is speciﬁed, only the regression coefﬁcients corresponding to the variables in varlist will be included in the table.






s option is chosen. This is probably most useful for excluding








l speciﬁes that variable names rather than variable labels be used to identify coefﬁcients. It also suppresses the value




















) speciﬁes a title or titles at the top of the regression table. The maximum title length is 80 characters. Additional
characters will be cut off. Longer titles can be put in two or more title lines. When regression results are appended together,

























g text output to a table in a word processor or a spreadsheet,








) speciﬁes the regression title above the coefﬁcient column. By default if no column title is speciﬁed, the label
or name of the dependent variable is displayed. Multiple column titles are only appropriate for multi-equation regressions,













s speciﬁes that notes explaining the















g table. When regression















































s. A blank line can be inserted by
including a blank within quotes as a note.Stata Technical Bulletin 11


















e displays correctly in single regression tables but does not display correctly when subsequent













) speciﬁes the number of decimal places reported for coefﬁcient estimates. It also speciﬁes the decimal places




i is chosen. The default value is 3. The minimum value is
0, and the maximum is 11. If one number is speciﬁed in numlist, it will apply to all coefﬁcients. If multiple numbers are
speciﬁed, the ﬁrst number will determine the decimals reported for the ﬁrst coefﬁcient; the second number, the decimals
for the second coefﬁcient; and so on. If there are fewer numbers in the numlist than coefﬁcients, the last number in the











chosen). Possible format types include










c for ﬁxed format (with





c for general format (with commas for thousands with
g





















r speciﬁes that asterisks for signiﬁcance levels are appended to regression coefﬁcients rather than to
t statistics or
standard errors.
Options for statistics, standard error, etc.
s
e speciﬁes that standard errors rather than








t statistics) rather than
t statistics are reported.
c
i speciﬁes that conﬁdence intervals of coefﬁcients rather than






) speciﬁes the number of decimal places reported for







e is speciﬁed). It also speciﬁes
the decimal places reported for
R-squared or adjusted





















n speciﬁes that no parentheses be placed around







t speciﬁes that square brackets be used rather than parentheses around

































t is also chosen).
The speciﬁed symbols replace the asterisks. Quotation marks around the new symbols are optional if the characters “,” and


































































2 speciﬁes that no
R-squared (or adjusted







2 speciﬁes that the adjusted







) speciﬁes the number of decimal places reported for the
R-squared or adjusted



























) speciﬁes user-added statistics to be displayed in new lines below the
R-squared (if shown).
The user must specify both a name and a value for the statistic. Users can report signiﬁcance levels of test statistics as a





















c. The minimum value is 0, and the maximum is 11. If one number is speciﬁed in numlist, it will






























































































3) be formatted in one column rather than the default











































































a speciﬁes that the ASCII ﬁle output be separated by commas rather than by tabs. This can cause problems if any of the






































be used in the original regression output and each appended regression. The notes at the bottom of the table explaining the
t statistics or standard errors and asterisks are correct for the ﬁrst estimation in the output ﬁle. If subsequently appended













t option), the notes





















e speciﬁes that it is okay to replace ﬁlename if it already exists.
Examples
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Finally, here is an example I used in my research which investigates the relationship of a dependent variable
y on four
X





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Thanks to many Statalist users for bug reports and suggestions. Mead Over’s comments were especially useful.
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sg153 Censored least absolute deviations estimator: CLAD
Dean Jolliffe, Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, jolliffe@ers.usda.gov
Bohdan Krushelnytskyy, Czech Republic, bohdan.krushelnytskyy@cerge.cuni.cz





d for estimating Powell’s (1984) censored least absolute deviations estimator and bootstrap estimates
of its sampling variance is introduced and illustrated.
Keywords: censored least absolute value deviations estimator, bootstrap.14 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
Description




d for estimating Powell’s (1984) censored least absolute deviations estimator (CLAD)
and bootstrap estimates of its sampling variance. The CLAD estimator is a generalization of the least absolute deviations (LAD)




g. Unlike the standard estimators of the censored regression model
such as tobit or other maximum likelihood approaches, the CLAD estimator is robust to heteroscedasticity and is consistent and
asymptotically normal for a wide class of error distributions. See Arabmazar and Schmidt (1981) and Vijverberg (1987) for
empirical examples of the magnitude of the bias resulting from the tobit estimator in the presence of nonnormal error distributions.
This program sidesteps the issue of programming analytical standard errors and provides instead bootstrapped estimates of




g are not robust to violations of
homoscedasticity or independence of the residuals and proposes a bootstrap alternative. We follow Rogers for the CLAD estimator
and propose two bootstrap estimates of the standard errors. The ﬁrst is the standard bootstrap which assumes that the sample
was selected using a simple random design. The second is a bootstrap estimate which assumes that the sample was selected in
two stages and which replicates the design by bootstrapping in two stages.




d is that if the sample was collected using a two-stage
process, then the estimated standard errors will be robust to this design effect. Kish (1995) and Cochran (1997) show the
importance of correcting mean values for design effects. Scott and Holt (1982) show that the magnitude of the bias for the
estimated variance–covariance matrix for ordinary least squares estimates can be quite large when it is erroneously assumed that









































































































) speciﬁes the variable identifying the primary sampling unit. If no variable is speciﬁed, then the bootstrap replication



































d assumes that the
lower limit is the minimum observed in the data (if
l
l is speciﬁed) and the upper limit is the maximum (if
u
l is speciﬁed).








d only functions with


































































) speciﬁes the quantile to be estimated and should be a number between 0 and 1, exclusive. Numbers larger than









) speciﬁes the maximum number of iterations that will be allowed to ﬁnd a solution. The default value is 16,000,









)speciﬁesthe numberofweighted least squaresiterationsthat will be attempted before the linearprogramming iterations
are started. The default value is 1. If there are convergence problems—something we have never observed—increasing this
value should help.
Examples




d, we use data from the 1988 Ghana Living Standard Survey (GLSS) and consider a somewhat







c, is the log of household,
nonfarm income. Since some households are fully engaged in farming, this variable has 528 observations with zeros recorded.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The ﬁrst line of output tells us that the original sample size is 1,581 and in the second line we learn that the algorithm for
estimation dropped one case from the sample. An important caveat to the pseudo
R-squared reported on the third line, is that




g command on the ﬁnal sample size. It is not the pseudo
R-squared
for the original sample, but we have opted to report this statistic to provide some indication of how the model is performing.





























t command to generate the







p in the Stata manuals. For an introduction to the bootstrap principle, see Efron and Tibshirani (1993). In












e in the Stata reference
manuals for more information.
The reported standard errors above will be correct if the sample comes from a simple random draw. This is not the case




d can generate bootstrap estimates of the standard errors


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is worth noting that introducing information about the sample design only affects the estimates of the standard errors.16 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
The dramatic increase in the size of the standard errors is not that surprising as the design effect for the dependent variable is
approximately 3.8, and there is little in the observation matrix which will explain the intracluster correlation.
Methods and Formulas





















The consistency of this estimator rests on the fact that medians are preserved by monotone transformations of the data, and (1)
is a monotone transformation of the standard least absolute deviations (LAD) regression. The properties of the LAD estimator are









d for the CLAD estimator is Buchinsky’s (1991) iterative linear programming algorithm
(ILPA). (For a critique of and alternative to this algorithm, see Fitzenberger 1997.) The ﬁrst step of the ILPA is to estimate a
quantile regression for the full sample, then delete the observations for which the predicted value of the dependent variable is less
than zero. Another quantile regression is estimated on the new sample, and again negative predicted values are dropped. More
generally, observations are dropped if the predicted value is less than the censoring value when the left tail of the distribution is
censored, or they are dropped if the predicted value is greater than the censoring value when the right tail of the distribution is
censored. Buchinsky (1991) shows that if the process converges, then a local minimum is obtained. Convergence occurs when
there are no negative predicted values in two consecutive iterations.








to bootstrap the CLAD point estimates. The SRS, two-stage bootstrap follows this process. In the ﬁrst stage it counts the number
of unique PSUs, say







m function, randomly selects with replacement
k (not necessarily unique)
PSUs. At this point, it counts the number of times each PSU has been selected, and this is stored for later use. To implement
the second stage, the program ﬁrst counts the number of ultimate sampling units (USUs), say
m, in each selected PSU and then
randomly selects
m USUs from each selected PSU.I faPSU is selected more than once, say
￿ times, then in the second stage the
program randomly selects
￿




d can be quite time consuming
since the entire algorithm described above is repeated for each bootstrap resampling of the data.
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i commands, which compute conﬁdence intervals for the ratio of
two binomial proportions based on two independent binomially distributed random variables using Koopman’s method.


















2. Koopman (1984) proposed a method for constructing conﬁdence intervals for
￿ b a s e do nac h i - s q u a r e dt e s t .
Koopman’s method has been widely used in medical research for evaluating drug efﬁcacy and treatment effects.















0. For this problem there is no uniformly most powerful test as extreme
values may occur in the sample, but a chi-squared test seems a reasonable choice. The test statistic
U
￿






















































































































































































































1, a chi-squared distribution with 1 degree
of freedom independent of
￿
0 (Bishop et al. 1977). Hence, an approximate
1
￿
￿ two-sided conﬁdence region for





























￿ fractile of the chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom. Since
U is a convex function of
￿,













































) reduces to the usual chi-squared when
￿
=
1, this interval will always agree with the chi-squared test.
Because there is no explicit expression for the inverse function of




u have to be solved by numerical





















































































n computes conﬁdence intervals for the ratio of two binomial proportions based on two independent binomially
distributed random variables using Koopman’s method. Point estimates and conﬁdence intervals for the odds ratio are calculated.
event var contains a one if the observation represents an event and 0 otherwise. group var indicates the group to which each










































The likelihood ratio that a diagnostic procedure will detect a certain disease is deﬁned as the ratio of the fraction of true
positives to the fraction of false positives. To determine this likelihood ratio,
￿, for which mainly high values are of interest,
m
= 40 diseased persons were tested from whom
x
= 36 had a positive test, and
n
= 80 nondiseased persons were tested from
whom
y







n to compute the point estimate of



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i except that it obtains the entries in the tables by summing data. We specify three variables.
The ﬁrst represents whether the event occurred, the second represents which group the observation belongs to, and the third
variable a weight that gives the total number of subjects in this observation. An observation may reﬂect a single subject or a































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) upper bound of CI for theta
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t designed to simplify the use of several tests associated with the multinomial logit model is
introduced and illustrated.
Keywords: multinomial logit model, Hausman, likelihood-ratio test, Wald test.
Introduction
There are several tests that are commonly used in association with the multinomial logit model (MNLM hereafter). First,
we can test that all of the coefﬁcients associated with an independent variable are simultaneously equal to zero (that is, test that
a variable has no effect). Second, we can test whether the independent variables differentiate between two outcomes; this test
is commonly used to determine if two outcomes can be combined. Third, we can assess the assumption of the independence of
irrelevant alternatives (IIA) using either a Hausman test or the LR test proposed by McFadden et al. (1976) and improved by

























o command of Nick Winter (available at the SSC-IDEAS archive), in practice computing these tests can be
















t is a post-estimation






t is the last model estimated.
Given the difﬁculties of interpretation associated with the MNLM, it is tempting to search for a more parsimonious model by









tests that can be used in a speciﬁcation search, great care is required. First, these tests all involve multiple coefﬁcients. While
the overall test might indicate that as a group the parameters are not signiﬁcantly different from zero, an individual parameter
can still be substantively and statistically signiﬁcant. Accordingly, one needs to carefully examine the individual coefﬁcients
involved in each test before deciding to revise a model. Second, as with all searches that use repeated, sequential tests, there is
a danger of overﬁtting the data. When models are constructed based on prior testing using the same data, signiﬁcance levels






















































































n output for the IIA test. The default is to provide only a summary of the results.
i
i







n requests Hausman tests of the IIA assumption.
l

















b requests LR tests of whether dependent categories can be combined. This option uses constrained estimation and overwrites


















) speciﬁes that a set of variables is to be considered together for the LR test or Wald test. The
backslash is used to specify multiple sets of variables. This option is particularly useful when a categorical independent
variable is entered as a set of dummy variables.
a
l










t estimation. This is done by reestimating the





































it indicates the value of the reference category.
Example








e)i st h e




























= 3), or “to help others when









= 4). The ﬁfth option, “to be popular”, was excluded because it was very rarely chosen. The












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t commands to estimate several tests. Alternatively, we could haveStata Technical Bulletin 21













Tests of independent variables













































































































































































































































































































For example, we can reject the hypothesis that gender does not affect the values considered important for children at the .01
level, or the effect of gender is signiﬁcant (
p






































































































































































































































































































































































































e option speciﬁes that all tests should be computed using the most frequently observed remaining category as the base value;











































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note the considerably different results depending on the category considered. In our experience, negative test statistics are very
common; Hausman and McFadden (1984, 1226) note this possibility and conclude that a negative result is evidence that IIA has

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Since the Small–Hsiao test is based on the creation of random half-samples from one’s data, the test may differ substantially

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tests for combining dependent categories
Finally, we test whether the independent variables differentiate pairs of outcome categories using a Wald test. Note that all


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As with the Wald and LR tests for each independent variable, the two tests for combining categories generally provide very
similar results, although many researchers prefer the LR test.








t makes it very simple to compute many tests. At the risk of repetition, we
note that it is not our intention to encourage researchers to combine categories or delete variables without careful consideration






















) contains results of tests to combine categories. Rows represent all contrasts among categories; columns indicate







) contains results of the Hausman test of IIA assumption. Each row is one test. Columns indicate the omitted category of

















) contains results of the LR test that all coefﬁcients associated with an independent variable equal zero.
Methods and formulas


















n. Full details along with citations to original sources are found in Long (1997). To make our discussion of the tests
clear, we begin with a brief summary of the multinomial logit model (MNLM).
The multinomial logit model
For simplicity, we consider a model with three outcomes and three independent variables. The MNLM can be thought of as







































































































































































A. Given that the sum of the probabilities











































































































Freese 2000) list coefﬁcients for all comparisons of outcome categories.
Testing the effect of an independent variable
With
J dependent categories, there are
J


































1 parameters. This hypothesis can be tested with either a Wald or a LR test.
AL Rt e s t
First, estimate the full model
M





R formed by excluding variable
x
k, with the resulting LR statistic LR
2
R. This model has
J
￿ 1 fewer








R which is distributed as chi-squared with
J
￿ 1 degrees of
freedom if the hypothesis that
x











r computes this test for each of the
K






t. Note that this requires estimating
K additional multinomial
logit models.24 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
AW a l dt e s t
While the LR test is generally considered to be superior, if the model is complex or the sample is very large, the computational
costs of the LR test can be prohibitive. Alternatively,
K Wald tests can be computed without estimating additional models. This














) be the estimated covariance matrix.
The Wald statistic for the hypothesis that all of the coefﬁcients associated with
x

















If the null hypothesis is true, then
W
k is distributed as chi-squared with
J
￿
1 degrees of freedom.
Testing multiple independent variables
This logic of the Wald or LR tests can be extended to simultaneously test that the effects of two or more independent




















































t speciﬁes which variables are to be simultaneously tested. This is particularly useful when a series
of dummy variables are used to code a nominal or ordinal independent variable.
Testing that two outcomes can be combined
If none of the
x
k’s signiﬁcantly affect the odds of outcome
m versus outcome
n, we say that
m and
n are indistinguishable





























n, then the hypothesis that outcomes
m and






















Note that if the base category used by Stata is not
n, these coefﬁcients are not directly available. However, this hypothesis can





































































t for all pairs of outcome categories.
An LR test of this hypothesis can be computed by ﬁrst estimating the full model that contains all of the variables, with
the resulting LR statistic LR
2
F. Then estimate a restricted model
M
R in which category
m is used as the base category and all
the coefﬁcients (except the constant) in the equation for category
n are constrained to 0, with the resulting chi-squared statistic
LR
2








R, which is distributed as chi-squared with






















) LR tests for all pairs of outcome categories.
Independence of irrelevant alternatives
The MNLM assumes that the odds for any pair of outcomes are determined without reference to the other outcomes that might be
available. This is known as the independence of irrelevant alternatives property or simply IIA. Hausman and McFadden (1984)
proposed a Hausman-type test of this hypothesis. Basically, this involves the following steps.
1. Estimate the full model with all
J outcomes included; these estimates are contained in
b
￿F.







F be a subset of
b








































HIIA is asymptotically distributed as chi square with degrees of freedom equal to the number of rows in
b
￿R if IIA is true.
Signiﬁcant values of
HIIA indicate that the IIA assumption has been violated.
Hausman and McFadden (1984, 1226) note that













) is not positive semideﬁnite and
suggest that a negative
HIIA is evidence that IIA holds.Stata Technical Bulletin 25
To compute Small and Hsiao’s test, the sample is divided into two random subsamples of approximately equal size. The











































u is its counterpart for the second
subsample. Next, a restricted sample is created from the second subsample by eliminating all cases with a chosen value of the










































H is asymptotically distributed as a chi-squared with the degrees of freedom equal to
K
+
1,w h e r e
K is the number of
independent variables.
For both the Hausman test and the Small–Hsiao test, multiple tests of IIA are possible. Assuming that the MNLM is estimated
with base category Base,
J
￿ 1 tests can be computed by excluding each of the remaining categories to form the restricted
model. By changing the base category, a test can also be computed that excludes Base. Note that results differ depending on
which base category was used to estimate the model.
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r that implements the mean score method of Reilly and Pepe (1995) for incorporating
incomplete cases into logistic regression analysis through a weighted regression model is introduced and illustrated.
Keywords: missing data, mean score method, logistic regression.
Background
Missing data is a common problem in statistical analysis. Perhaps the most popular approach when confronted with missing
data is excluding the incomplete cases from analysis and proceeding to analyze the complete cases using standard methods.
While valid under certain assumptions regarding the missingness mechanism, this approach results in a loss of precision due
to the ignored observations. The mean score method of Reilly and Pepe (1995) allows us to incorporate the incomplete cases
into logistic regression analysis through a weighted regression model. For random missingness, this results in an improvement
in efﬁciency over the analysis of complete cases only. More importantly, the method is applicable to a wide range of patterns
of missingness known as MAR (missing at random), where missingness may depend on the completely observed variables but





















































r command performs a weighted logistic regression using the mean score method. This function requires the
complete covariate(s) to be categorical, and the default output contains the regression coefﬁcient estimates and their standard
errors in odds-ratio form.
An important area of application of this function is in the analysis of data from a two-stage study. In this type of study,































0) format is reported. Default value is 1.
Methods and Formulas






























































) is the number of complete observations in each stratum.
As the above equation indicates, the mean score method weights each complete observation according to the total number
of observations in the same stratum.























n is total number of observations, and
I is the usual information matrix.


















































We can regard the second term of the variance expression as a penalty for the incompletely observed observations. Hence,
the mean score estimates will have larger variance than the estimates obtained if all observations were complete but smaller
variance than the estimates from an analysis of complete cases only.
Examples
We begin with a simulated dataset. We generated 1,000 observations of a predictor variable
x from the standard normal
distribution. The response variable




















dichotomous surrogate variable for
x, called
z, was generated as one for positive
x and zero otherwise.
A random subsample of 500 observations had their
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Note that the mean score estimate above had smaller standard error, reﬂecting the additional information used in the analysis.
Also, since
z is a surrogate for
x, it is not used in the complete case analysis.
Next, we consider a real example of an application of the mean score method to a case–control study of the association
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sg157 Predicted values calculated from linear or logistic regression models









c for easily calculating predicted values and conﬁdence intervals from linear or logistic regression
model estimates for speciﬁed values of the
X variables is introduced and illustrated.













































c (“prediction calculator”) is an easy method of calculating predicted values and conﬁdence intervals from linear or
logistic regression model estimates for speciﬁed values of the
























c will set up and run the model based on the









X variables and their values to use to solve the model equation. The model is based only on the
X’s













































































r causes a model with a binary outcome to be ﬁt using linear, rather than logistic regression. This is a rarely used option.
Example 1
All the examples come from a cohort study of coronary heart disease (Cassel 1971). The data consist of 609 men who are
followed for seven years to see what variables are risk factors for an elevated systolic blood pressure
s
b
p (measured in mmHg)
or for coronary heart disease
c
h
d (1 for yes, 0 for no). Some of the
X variables are serum catecholamine level
c
a
t (1 for high,
0 for low), smoking status
s
m








e in years, and cholesterol level
c
h













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































After ﬁtting a linear regression model we ﬁnd that older age, high catecholamine, no exercise, and higher cholesterol are



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































linear regression and solves the equation using the elements of
￿ multiplied by the speciﬁed
X values. Also, it calculates aStata Technical Bulletin 29
conﬁdence interval around the predicted value based on the standard error of the prediction. Each variable in the model is set














































































































































































































c would still work. The command ﬁrst looks for stored estimates, and if they are not found, the





l option. In either case, it is a good idea to
check the “
X Values” list to make sure that the predicted estimate is based on the model and variables expected, since the model
will contain only on the






Next we will use the same model but change some of the values for the
X variables. This time, we will request the











































































































































































































This predicted value for systolic blood pressure (131.67) is quite a bit lower than the previous example for an individual with
stronger risk factors for hypertension.
Example 3
Rather than using systolic blood pressure as the outcome, we will look at the dichotomous variable
c
h
d for coronary heart









Suppose we want to know the probability of coronary heart disease for a person with strong risk factors: 60 years old, smokes,
does not exercise, and has a cholesterol value of 260. Because
c
h











l is optional and is not needed to run the model. It just displays






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The probability of developing coronary heart disease for someone with these attributes is 0.32 with 95% conﬁdence interval
from 0.21 to 0.44.30 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
Example 4
Using the same model, we request the probability of coronary heart disease for a 40 year old who does not smoke, exercises


































































































































































































For the individual with no strong risk factors, the probability of developing coronary heart disease is only 0.02.
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snp15.2 Update to Somersd








d calculates conﬁdence intervals for rank order statistics. It has been updated to handle long variable lists.








d introduced in Newson (2000a) and updated in Newson (2000b) has again been updated, this time
to handle long variable lists (it was previously limited to lists of 8 variables). It has also been improved, streamlined, debugged,
and intensively certiﬁed.
References







d - Conﬁdence limits for nonparametric statistics and their differences. Stata Technical Bulletin 55: 47–55.
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snp16 Robustconﬁdenceintervalsfor medianandother percentiledifferencesbetweentwo groups
Roger Newson, Guy’s, King’s and St Thomas’ School of Medicine, London, UK, roger.newson@kcl.ac.uk
Abstract: A program is presented for calculating robust conﬁdence intervals for median (and other percentile) differences (and
ratios) between values of a variable in two samples. The median difference is the same as that produced by the program
c
i
d, using the Conover method. However, the conﬁdence limits are typically different, being robust to the possibility that




















































































































































f calculates conﬁdence intervals for median differences, and other percentile differences, between values of a
Y -
variable in depvar for a pair of observations chosen at random from two groups
A and
B,d e ﬁ n e db yt h egroupvar in the
b
y
option. These conﬁdence intervals are robust to the possibility that the population distributions in the two groups are different


























) is not optional. It speciﬁes the name of the grouping variable. This variable must have exactly two possible values.
The lower value indicates Group

































































m speciﬁes that exponentiated percentile differences are to be given. This option is used if depvar is the log of a positive-
valued variable. In this case, conﬁdence intervals are calculated for percentile ratios between values of the original positive
















r is deﬁned, then the percentiles are
calculated using the between-cluster Somers’
D, and the conﬁdence intervals are calculated assuming that the data are a





t speciﬁes that the standardized Somers’




















) speciﬁes that the Somers’
D estimates are to be transformed, deﬁning a standard error for the
transformed population value from which the conﬁdence limits for the percentile differences are calculated.
z (the default)
speciﬁes Fisher’s


























) speciﬁes a dataset, to be created, whose observations correspond to the observed values of







e instructs Stata to replace











g,t os a v e


















d indicates that any existing estimation results are to be overwritten with a new set of estimation results, for the use of




















d (see Newson 2000), which has been updated, in order to take long variable lists. (It was previously
limited to eight variables.)
Methods and formulas
Suppose that a population contains two disjoint subpopulations
A and
B, and a random variable
Y is deﬁned for individuals









qth percentile difference in
Y between Populations
A and






















X is a binary variable equal to 1 for Population
























D (Somers 1962, Newson 2000). Somers’

















































































),S o m e r s ’
D is the difference between two conditional probabilities.
Given an individual sampled from Population
A and an individual sampled from Population
B, these are the probability that the
individual from Population
A has the higher
Y
￿ value and the probability that the individual from Population
B has the higher
Y
￿ value. Somers’






). In the case where
q










qth percentile difference is known as a
median percentile difference and is zero under the null hypothesis tested by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test on
Y .
Note that a value of
￿ satisfying (1) is not always unique. If
Y has a discrete distribution, then there may be no solution or
a wide interval of solutions. However, the method used here is intended to produce a conﬁdence interval containing any given
￿ satisfying (1), with a probability at least equal to the conﬁdence level, if such a
￿ exists.
We will assume that there are
N
1 observations sampled from Population
A and
N
2 observations sampled from Population
B,
























X values (ones and zeros) will be denoted
X
i



































t to stand for multiple observations with the same values for all other variables. The clusters may be
nested within the two groups or contain observations from each of the two groups, but the percentile differences will only apply
to observations from distinct clusters. If clusters are present, then the conﬁdence intervals will be calculated assuming that the
sample was generated by sampling clusters independently from a population of clusters, rather than by sampling
N observations




2 observations from Populations
A and
B,
respectively. (By default, all the
w
i
j will be ones, and the
c
i
j will be in sequence from 1 to
N. The difference between these
three alternatives will not matter.) We will denote by



















h from 1 to












































) is 0 if
a
=




b. Given a value of
￿ expressed in units of




























) with respect to































































































































] denotes the sample Somers’












) as a function of


















) is discontinuous at the observed differences, and























Difference in trunk space (cubic feet)















) plotted against the difference
￿ in trunk space between American and foreign cars
We aim to include
￿ in a conﬁdence interval for a
































), which, for present purposes, may either be the identity, the arcsine or Fishers’
z (the hyperbolic












































































































% conﬁdence interval for a









































































)th percentile of the standard Normal distribution.
To construct such a conﬁdence interval, we proceed as follows. Given a value of

































































































































) (if ﬁnite) can be either the same
t
h or two
successive ones. The conﬁdence interval for the









































), for the values of


































￿ satisﬁes (1). The lower and upper conﬁdence limits for the



































































































￿1 degrees of freedom (or
Nclust
￿1 degrees of freedom
if there are




￿ in (6) and (9). Note that the upper and lower



















0.) Figure 1 shows the median difference in
trunk capacity, and its conﬁdence limits, as reference lines on the horizontal axis. The estimated median difference is 3 cubic
feet, with 95% conﬁdence limits from 1 to 5 cubic feet. The reference lines on the vertical axis are the optimum, minimum,






































f also saves an output dataset with
M observations
corresponding to the ordered differences
t
















































































M. Conover (1980) presents a method which, for large











D. (This is the method for calculating
conﬁdence intervals for median differences popularized by Campbell and Gardner (1988) and Gardner and Altman (1989), and
available in Stata using Patrick Royston’s
c
i
d routine, currently on the Ideas list (Royston 1998).) However, Conover’s method















) for small samples. It also implies that the median
difference is the difference between medians. In the present case, we are not making this assumption, as the conﬁdence interval
is intended to be robust to the possibility that the two populations are different in ways other than location. (For instance, the
two populations might be unequally variable.) The median difference is therefore not necessarily the difference between medians.
















compares to Conover’s method as the unequal-variance
t-test compares to the equal-variance
t-test. Conover’s method, like the
equal-variance
t-test, assumes that you can use data from the larger of two samples to estimate the population variability of the
smaller sample.
I have been carrying out some simulations of sampling from two normal populations, with a view to ﬁnding the coverage





















f method consistently gives coverage




conﬁdence intervals either too wide or too narrow, depending on whether the larger or smaller sample has the greater population
variance. Usually, the difference in coverage probability is small (1% or 2%), so the Conover method performs fairly well, in
spite of false assumptions. However, if a sample of 20 is compared to a sample of 10, and the population standard deviation
of the smaller sample is three times that of the larger sample, then the nominal 95% conﬁdence interval has a true coverage34 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58






f method. The two methods show little
or no difference, either in geometric mean conﬁdence interval width or in coverage probability, when the variances are equal






f method as an improved
version of the Conover method, offering insurance against the possibility that the Conover assumption is wildly wrong, at little
or no price in performance if the Conover assumption is right. However, I am planning to carry out further simulations on the






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































f are 750 and 1,330 pounds, whereas the conﬁdence limits given by
c
i
d are 720 and 1,350 pounds. This
is because foreign cars are fewer in number and less variable in weight than American cars, and
c
i







f allows for unequal variances. If we carry out equal-variance and unequal-variance
t tests (not shown), we ﬁnd






f can also calculate conﬁdence intervals for percentiles other than medians. These contain information about the
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We note that, typically, American cars are 148% heavier than foreign cars, with conﬁdence limits ranging from 131% to





































































































































































































I would like to thank Nick Cox of Durham University, UK, and Bill Gould of Stata Corporation for some very helpful
advice on the coding of inﬁnite conﬁdence limits, such as those occasionally resulting from Equation (9).
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sts15.1 Tests for stationarity of a time series: update
Christopher F. Baum, Boston College, baum@bc.edu
Richard Sperling, The Ohio State University, rsperling@boo.net
Abstract: Enhances the Elliott–Rothenberg-Stock DF-GLS test and the Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin KPSS tests for sta-
tionarity of a time series introduced in Baum (2000) and corrects an error in both routines.











n conditions, those values were improperly considered in the construction of the sample size. This would





p, since those variables will have at least






s routine has been enhanced to add a very powerful lag selection criterion, the “modiﬁed AIC”( MAIC) criterion











s output and may be used to select the
test statistic from which inference is to be drawn.





s (the sequential t test of Ng and Perron 1995, the
SC, and the MAIC) are calculated, for various lags, by holding the sample size ﬁxed at that deﬁned for the longest lag. These
criteria cannot be meaningfully compared over lag lengths if the underlying sample is altered to use all available observations.
That said, if the optimal lag length (by whatever criterion) is found to be much less than that picked by the Schwert criterion, it






g option specifying that optimal lag length, especially when using samples
of modest size.








































s did not make use of all available observations in the computation of the autocovariance function. This has been
corrected. The online help ﬁle now provides instructions for reproducing the statistics reported in Kwiatkowski et al. (1992)





s routine has been enhanced to add two options recommended by the work of Hobijn et al. (1998). An automatic
bandwidth selection routine has been added, rendering it unnecessary to evaluate a range of test statistics for various lags. An
option to weight the empirical autocovariance function by the quadratic spectral kernel, rather than the Bartlett kernel employed
by KPSS, has also been introduced. These options may be used separately or in combination. It is in combination that Hobijn et
al. found the greatest improvement in the test: “Our Monte Carlo simulations show that the best small sample results of the test
in case the process exhibits a high degree of persistence are obtained using both the automatic bandwidth selection procedure
and the Quadratic Spectral kernel” (1998, 14).
New options
q
s speciﬁes that the autocovariance function is to be weighted by the quadratic spectral kernel, rather than the Bartlett kernel.
Andrews (1991) and Newey and West (1994) “indicate that it yields more accurate estimates of
￿
2
￿ than other kernels in




o speciﬁes that the automatic bandwidth selection procedure proposed by Newey and West (1994), as described by Hobijn






g in two stages. First, the “a priori nonstochastic bandwidth parameter”
n
T is
chosen as a function of the sample size and the speciﬁed kernel. The autocovariance function of the estimated residuals
is calculated and used to generate
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sxd2 Computing optimal sampling designs for two-stage studies
Marie Reilly, Epidemiology & Public Health, University College Cork, Ireland, marie.reilly@ucc.ie
Agus Salim, Department of Statistics, University College Cork, Ireland, a.salim@ucc.ie
Abstract: Commands are given for determining optimal sampling designs subject to ﬁxed sample size, ﬁxed budget, and ﬁxed
precision, and each command illustrated by an example.
Keywords: two-stage studies, mean score method.
Background
The commands supplied here apply to two-stage studies where a dichotomous outcome variable
y and some categorical
covariate(s)
z are available for all study subjects at the ﬁrst stage. While at the second stage, a subset of the study subjects
have some additional covariate(s)
x measured. The second-stage covariates may be continuous. The second stage subjects can
be a stratiﬁed random sample, where the strata are deﬁned by the levels of
y and
z. The mean score algorithm (Reilly and Pepe
1995) allows us to analyze the data from such a two-stage study incorporating all ﬁrst and second stage observations.
The variance expression of the mean score estimate given by Reilly and Pepe (1995) shows that the variance depends on 1)
the total number of observations and 2) the second-stage sampling fractions in each of the strata deﬁned by the different levels
of response
y and ﬁrst stage covariates
z. Thus it is possible to minimize the variance of a particular variable by optimally



















































































































































































We provide optimal sampling designs for three different scenarios. Each of these commands requires as input some pilot
data, with each stratum represented by more than two observations. Such a stratiﬁed random sample is correctly handled by the
mean score algorithm, called in the background, which uses the ﬁrst-stage sample sizes or prevalences (also supplied by the








n command calculates the optimal sampling fractions at the second stage for the situation where ﬁrst-stage
observations are already available and the total second-stage sample size has been decided. Such studies might arise in medical
research where a database of demographic particulars on study subjects is available and expensive data (such as laboratory or

























z that identiﬁes the groups formed by the various levels of response variable
y and
ﬁrst-stage covariates
































d command calculates the total number of study observations and the second-stage sampling fractions that will
maximize precision subject to an available budget. The user must also supply the unit cost of observations at the ﬁrst and second
stage. This command is applicable to the situation where a study is being planned, but the total study size has not yet been
decided. Instead of ﬁrst-stage sample sizes, this command expects a vector of prevalences (or estimated prevalences) for the




















d, where the total sample size is not yet decided. The
objective in this case is to calculate the total number of study observations and the second-stage sampling fractions that will













c expects a vector of prevalences (or






g command ﬁrst to see the order in which these
values should be supplied.38 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58


























g, which can be used if one is





























































































) speciﬁes the position in the logistic regression model of the covariate whose variance is to be minimized (that is,






































































The following example is from CASS (Coronary Artery Surgery Study) and appears in Reilly (1996). This study collected
data on the operative mortality and various risk factors for 8,096 subjects. Let us suppose that at the ﬁrst stage we have only
mortality status
Y and sex
Z as speciﬁed in the table below, and that it has been agreed to record the age for a subsample of
1,000 subjects in order to estimate the sex-adjusted odds ratio for age. The example is ﬁctitious as we do have all the covariates
on all subjects, but for illustrative purposes we ignore this information (that is, set values to missing). In order to compute
optimal sample sizes, we require pilot data in all of the strata of the table, and so we “sampled” (reset the missing values to

































































































































































































































= 4 ﬁrst-stage sample sizes for deceased femalesStata Technical Bulletin 39





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note that these results tell us that to minimize the variance of
a
g
e, we need to sample all the available cases, 8.9% of controls
in stratum 1 and 16.4% of controls in stratum 2.
Example 2
This second example also uses the CASS data. Let us suppose that we wish to set up a two-stage study where at the ﬁrst stage
we will collect only the patient’s operative mortality, sex, and weight, while at the second stage we will collect the following
variables only for a subset of the study subjects.
1. Age of patients when they underwent bypass surgery.
2. The angina status of the patients when they underwent bypass surgery.
3. CHF score, that is, congestive heart failure score.
4. LVEDBP, that is, left ventricular end diastolic blood pressure.
5. Urgency of the surgery (1 for urgent, 0 for nonurgent).
Let us suppose that we have a budget of £10,000 available, that the cost of collecting data on one subject is £2a tt h eﬁ r s t










































































As before, we need to sample a few pilot second-stage observations from each stratum deﬁned by the different levels of mortality





































￿ 70. The ﬁrst-stage sample sizes40 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58
in the resulting 12 (2x2x3) different strata are given in the following table.









We decided to sample 10 pilot observations from each stratum. One stratum had only 8 observations available, so all of











a, which can be loaded
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note that the optimal design samples all available cases and a varying proportion of controls in the different sex–weight categories.
Example 3






d command to ﬁnd an optimal design subject to a budget of £10,000, where the cost














p, what is the design that will







c calculates the design to minimize the cost subject to a desired precision, and
























































































































































































The optimal design for this case is exactly the same as its counterpart in Example 2, as these are simply two ways of asking
the same question.
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sxd3 Sample size for the kappa-statistic of interrater agreement
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g for calculating the sample size for the kappa-statistic when there are two
unique raters evaluating a binary event is introduced and illustrated.
Keywords: sample size, kappa statistics, dialog box.
Introduction
In recent years there has been an increasing call for researchers in the ﬁelds of psychiatry and epidemiology to account for
the stochasticity of reliability estimators, among them the kappa-statistic measure of interrater agreement (Shrout and Newman
1989). Yet, if this issue is to be addressed properly, calculating sample sizes in the planning stage of an investigation becomes
mandatory. Although some proposals for calculating sample size are available in the literature (Linnet 1987, Donner and Eliasziw
1992, Cantor 1996, Walter et al. 1998; Shrout and Newman 1989), to our knowledge there has only been a limited implementation
in one sample size oriented package (Statistical Solutions 1999) and none in any of the major commercial statistical software
packages, Stata included.42 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-58






g to calculate the sample size for the kappa statistic when there






g is geared towards calculating a sample size from a precision oriented
perspective, that is, choosing a sample size so that the standard error of the estimate and the resulting limits for a conﬁdence
interval do not exceed speciﬁed values. The program is based on the asymptotic variance presented by Fleiss, et al. (1969) (see

















































































































2.S i n c e
Q equals the variance of kappa times the sample
size, the latter can be solved out and calculated.
The dialog box is presented above. Without any options, clicking the “OK” button displays the calculated sample size in
the Results window. The following ﬁve parameters are needed.






g uses the default value of 0 which presumes calculating a
standard error when both ratings are independent. Although more realistic values are possible and should be encouraged,
this default value, albeit extremely conservative, is suitable for projecting the sample size of a study that, ultimately,
would be analyzed using the traditional equation for the standard error as found in Stata’s
k
a
p program. Depending on the
speciﬁcation of other conditions, the expected kappa can take any value within the permissible bounds, never exceeding
￿1 to 1. If the speciﬁed kappa is incompatible with the selected marginals (proportion of positives expected by each rater)






g outputs a warning and the sample size is not calculated.Stata Technical Bulletin 43
p







g uses the default value of 0.1 when the dialog box is opened.
p







same default value as for
p
1.
d The envisaged absolute precision, i.e., the difference between kappa and its lower (or upper) 1
￿
￿ conﬁdence limit.
Acceptable values range from












d above the maximum possible value of kappa (
￿max)a r e






g returns a message warning that the sample size will not be calculated.
If only one of those occurs, the user is warned that there is a partial incompatibility between the stated values of
d and
￿.
Yet, the sample size is calculated since
d is compatible with at least one of
￿’s boundary values.
CI Conﬁdence level percent for the conﬁdence interval. The default is 95%.
Several display and graphical options are available. Checking “Show value of Q” and “Show value of maximum Q” adds
those values to the sample size displayed in the Results window. The ﬁrst check is simply the quantity that underlies the sample
size calculation. The second check requests the calculation of the largest possible value of
Q and the corresponding sample size.
This is important when the researcher is not prepared to make any prior assumption concerning kappa. The output also indicates





Checking “Sample size for diff.” and ﬁlling in the desired value requests a unique value of the absolute precision (
d), given
the other selected inputs. This enables the user to work backwards by ﬁnding out the precision corresponding to a preset sample
size.
There are 4 types of graphics that can be selected. Clicking the “Graph Q” button requests a graphical display of the
Q




0 when the dialog box is opened. The editing boxes
(e.g., indicated by “X:kappa”) can be used to specify a desired range of values for the
X-axis. This operates as a zooming
device. Changing values enables zooming in or out. Note that negative values are allowed although this should be unusual in
the context of reliability studies. The position of maximum possible value of kappa (
￿max) can also be visualized in the graph
by checking “k max”. Also note that when the speciﬁed parameters preclude the calculation of sample size, Graph Q will not
be (re)displayed. Values need to be reset in order to enable the graph.
Clicking the “Graph S” button requests a graphical display analogous to Graph Q but plots sample size instead. The same
editing boxes as for Graph Q to control the
x-axis (zooming) are used. “k max” may also be checked. The same restrictions as
in Graph Q apply here too.
Clicking the “Graph P” button requests a graphical display of sample sizes according to the proportion of positives measured
by raters 1 and 2 when both are expected to ﬁnd the same value and given the speciﬁed values of
￿,






0. Nevertheless, Graph P will only show a range compatible with plausible sample sizes, since some
combinations of speciﬁed parameters are impossible. For zooming in or out, edit boxes indicated by “X:prop.” can be used.
Clicking the “Graph D” button requests a graphical display of the absolute precision for a range of prespeciﬁed sample
sizes. This display is an extension of “Sample size for diff.”. Sample size range (zooming) can be controlled using the edit boxes
indicated by “X:ssize”.
Finally, on leaving the dialog box, checking “Keep variables on exit” retains in memory essential variables used for
displaying Graphs Q, S, P and D. This enables the user to redraw new graphs at his/her own discretion. Note that values kept in
memory are those speciﬁed (on display) at the time of exit. This option requires at least running the program once or running a
viable conﬁguration of parameters after an improper one precluded a calculation. This is because the underlying data is cleared
in this situation in order to avoid a mismatch between the parameters on screen (dialog box) and the data in memory generated
by a former viable run.








g in the Command window calls the dialog box. Without checking the options or changing the default values,








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The above set of statements are worth commenting on from a practical view point. The ﬁrst indicates that if the researcher states
that a) both raters are expected to ﬁnd a prevalence of 20% of the event of interest, b) the null-hypothesis for
￿ is 0.1, and c)
he or she is ready to tolerate a rather lenient absolute precision of 0.2, given a 95% conﬁdence interval, this reliability study
will need at least a sample size of 114 subjects.
The second statement conveys that if the researcher is not prepared to make any assumption about the value of
￿ , i.e., to
assert a null hypothesis for the parameter, the most stringent situation (given all the other parameters he or she has speciﬁed)
would occur when
￿
= 0.289 for which a sample size of 126 would be needed.
The last output says that, given the other speciﬁed values, if resources or logistics allow for just 50 subjects in a reliability
study, the absolute precision would be 0.215. This, in turn, is only slightly worse than the value speciﬁed in the ﬁrst place (0.2),
which means that the researcher may decide to go ahead with his or her “half sized” study since not much precision would have
been lost.







g precludes any unwarranted output. For instance, the output below follows a possible mishap (value of
d
relative to


















































































































































































































































Turning to some graphical outputs, Figure 2 shows a “Graph S” for the parameters speciﬁed above. Note that this graph has
been constrained to kappa values between 0 and 0.7. Sample size starts at 96, peaks at 126 where
￿max
= 0.289, and decreases
to 78 at
￿
= 0.7. Also note that “k max” has been checked and a vertical line positioned at
￿max.Stata Technical Bulletin 45






















































Figure 2. An example of using “Graph S”. Figure 3. An example using “Graph D”.
Figure 3 illustrates a “Graph D” output for the default values.
Note that the graph’s default values of 0 to 500 were left unchanged in the “X:ssize” edit boxes. Yet, for the parameters at
hand, this graph is not very informative since the sample size spectrum where the decline of most precision values takes place is
quite small. The researcher would need a much narrower sample size range over which the
d values decrease less steeply. This
enhanced picture would allow him/her to make a better decision, reaching a compromise between a viable sample size and an
acceptable precision for the kappa estimates. This zooming is illustrated in Figure 4 where the “X:ssize” edit boxes have been
changed to 50 to 250. Note the tighter range of the
d values on the vertical axis, now comprising a more realistic set of ﬁgures
to assess precision.




































Figure 4. Using the zoom feature.
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STB categories and insert codes
Inserts in the STB are presently categorized as follows:
General Categories:
an announcements ip instruction on programming
cc communications & letters os operating system, hardware, &
dm data management interprogram communication
dt datasets qs questions and suggestions
gr graphics tt teaching
in instruction zz not elsewhere classiﬁed
Statistical Categories:
sbe biostatistics & epidemiology ssa survival analysis
sed exploratory data analysis ssi simulation & random numbers
sg general statistics sss social science & psychometrics
smv multivariate analysis sts time-series, econometrics
snp nonparametric methods svy survey sampling
sqc quality control sxd experimental design
sqv analysis of qualitative variables szz not elsewhere classiﬁed
srd robust methods & statistical diagnostics
In addition, we have granted one other preﬁx, stata, to the manufacturers of Stata for their exclusive use.
Guidelines for authors
The Stata Technical Bulletin (STB) is a journal that is intended to provide a forum for Stata users of all disciplines and
levels of sophistication. The STB contains articles written by StataCorp, Stata users, and others.
Articles include new Stata commands (ado-ﬁles), programming tutorials, illustrations of data analysis techniques, discus-
sions on teaching statistics, debates on appropriate statistical techniques, reports on other programs, and interesting datasets,
announcements, questions, and suggestions.
A submission to the STB consists of
1. An insert (article) describing the purpose of the submission. The STB is produced using plain TEX so submissions using
TEX (or L ATEX) are the easiest for the editor to handle, but any word processor is appropriate. If you are not using TEXa n d
your insert contains a signiﬁcant amount of mathematics, please FAX (979–845–3144) a copy of the insert so we can see





e ﬁles, or other software that accompanies the submission.
3. A help ﬁle for each ado-ﬁle included in the submission. See any recent STB diskette for the structure a help ﬁle. If you
have questions, ﬁll in as much of the information as possible and we will take care of the details.
4. A do-ﬁle that replicates the examples in your text. Also include the datasets used in the example. This allows us to verify
that the software works as described and allows users to replicate the examples as a way of learning how to use the software.
5. Files containing the graphs to be included in the insert. If you have used STAGE to edit the graphs in your submission, be




h ﬁles. Do not add titles (e.g., “Figure 1: ...”) to your graphs as we will have to strip them off.






























e if you are working on a Unix platform or by attaching it to an email message if your mailer allows
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Address: Kelapa Puyuh IV KB 23 Phone / Fax: 62 - 21 - 452 17 61
Kelapa Gading Permai Mobile Phone: 62 - 81 - 884 95 84
JAKARTA 14240, Indonesia Email: puyuh23@indo.net.id
Company: Dittrich & Partner Consulting Countries served: Germany, Austria, Czech Republic,
Address: Kieler Straße 17 Hungary, Poland
5. ﬂoor Phone: +49 2 12 / 26 066 - 0
D-42697 Solingen, Germany Fax: +49 2 12 / 26 066 - 66
URL: http://www.dpc.de Email: sales@dpc.de
Company: IEM Countries served: South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho,
Address: P.O. Box 2222 Namibia, Mozambique, Swaziland,




Company: JasonTech Inc. Countries served: Korea
Address: 181-3 Hansang B/D, Bangyidong Phone: +82-(0)2-420-6700
Songpaku Fax: +82-(0)2-420-8600
Seoul 138-050, Korea Email: info@jat.co.kr
Company: MercoStat Consultores Countries served: Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay
Address: 9 de junio 1389 Phone: 598-2-613-7905
CP 11400 MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay Fax: 598-2-613-7905
Email: mercost@adinet.com.uy
Company: Metrika Consulting Countries served: Sweden, Baltic States, Denmark,
Address: Mosstorpsvagen 48 Finland, Iceland, Norway
183 30 Taby STOCKHOLM, Sweden Phone: +46-708-163128
URL: http://www.metrika.se Fax: +46-8-7924747
Email: sales@metrika.se
Company: MultiON Consulting, SA de CV Countries served: Mexico
Address: Insurgentes Sur 1236-301 Phone: 52 (5) 559-4050 Ext 190
Mexico, DF, 03200, Mexico Fax: 52 (5) 559-4048
Email: multion@multion.com.mx
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Company: Ritme Informatique Countries served: France, Belgium, Luxembourg
Address: 34, boulevard Haussmann Phone: +33 (0)1 42 46 00 42
75009 Paris, France Fax: +33 (0)1 42 46 00 33
URL: http://www.ritme.com Email: info@ritme.com
Company: Scientiﬁc Solutions S.A. Countries served: Switzerland
Address: Avenue du G´ en´ eral Guisan, 5 Phone: 41 (0)21 711 15 20
CH-1009 Pully/Lausanne, Switzerland Fax: 41 (0)21 711 15 21
Email: info@scientiﬁc-solutions.ch
Company: Smit Consult Countries served: Netherlands
Address: Doormanstraat 19 Phone: +31 416-378 125
5151 GM Drunen, Netherlands Fax: +31 416-378 385
URL: http://www.smitconsult.nl Email: info@smitconsult.nl
Company: Survey Design & Analysis Services Pty Ltd Countries served: Australia, New Zealand
Address: PO Box 1206 Phone: +61 (0)3 9878 7373
Blackburn North VIC 3130, Australia Fax: +61 (0)3 9878 2345
URL: http://survey-design.com.au Email: sales@survey-design.com.au
Company: Timberlake Consultants Countries served: United Kingdom, Eire
Address: Unit B3 Broomsleigh Bus. Park Phone: +44 (0)208 697 3377
Worsley Bridge Road Fax: +44 (0)208 697 3388
LONDON SE26 5BN, United Kingdom Email: info@timberlake.co.uk
URL: http://www.timberlake.co.uk
Company: Timberlake Consultants Srl Countries served: Italy
Address: Via Baden Powell, 8 Phone: +39 (0)864 210101
67039 SULMONA (AQ), Italy Fax: +39 (0)864 206014
URL: http://www.timberlake.it Email: timberlake@arc.it
Company: Timberlake Consulting S.L. Countries served: Spain
Address: Calle Mendez Nunez, 1, 3 Phone: +34 (9) 5 422 0648
41011 Sevilla, Spain Fax: +34 (9) 5 422 0648
Email: timberlake@zoom.es
Company: Timberlake Consultores, Lda. Countries served: Portugal
Address: Praceta Ra´ ul Brandao, n
￿1, 1
￿E Phone: 351 (0)1 471 73 47
2720 ALFRAGIDE, Portugal Fax: +351 (0)1 471 73 47
Email: timberlake.co@mail.telepac.pt
Company: Vishvas Marketing-Mix Services Countries served: India
Address: C
nO S. D. Wamorkar Phone: +91-251-440087
“Prashant” Vishnu Nagar, Naupada Fax: +91-22-5378552
THANE - 400602, India Email: vishvas@vsnl.com